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Hibernate practically exploded on the Java scene. Why is this open-source tool so popular?  Because it automates a tedious task: persisting your Java objects to a relational database. The inevitable mismatch between your object-oriented code and the relational database requires you to write code that maps one to the other. This code is often complex, tedious and costly to develop. Hibernate does the mapping for you.

Not only that, Hibernate makes it easy. Positioned as a layer between your application and your database, Hibernate takes care of loading and saving of objects. Hibernate applications are cheaper, more portable, and more resilient to change. And they perform better than anything you are likely to develop yourself.

Hibernate in Action carefully explains the concepts you need, then gets you going. It builds on a single example to show you how to use Hibernate in practice, how to deal with concurrency and transactions, how to efficiently retrieve objects and use caching.

The authors created Hibernate and they field questions from the Hibernate community every day–they know how to make Hibernate sing. Knowledge and insight seep out of every pore of this book.

What's Inside

- ORM concepts
- Getting started
- Many real-world tasks
- The Hibernate application development process
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Microservices Deployment CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Adopt microservices-based architecture and deploy it at scale
	
		Build your complete microservice architecture using different recipes for different solutions
	
		Identify specific tools for specific scenarios and deliver immediate business results, correlate use cases, and adopt them...
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Facebook and Philosophy: What's on Your Mind? (Popular Culture and Philosophy)Open Court, 2010

	Facebook and Philosophy is an entertaining, multi-faceted exploration of what Facebook means for us and for our relationships. With discussions ranging from the nature of friendship and its relationship to "friending," to the (debatable) efficacy of "online activism," this book is the most extensive and systematic...
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Who Moved My Cheese?Vermilion, 1999
Who Moved My Cheese? is a simple parable that reveals profound truths about change. It is an amusing and enlightening story of four characters who live in a 'Maze' and look for 'Cheese' to nourish them and make them happy.

Two are mice named Sniff and Scurry. And two are little people' - beings the size of mice who look and act a lot...
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Change Your Life in Seven Days: The World's Leading Hypnotist Shows You HowHarmony, 2005

	Most people can think of a time when their lives changed in just a few moments. Over the next seven days, you will experience dozens of those moments, and the resulting changes in your life will positively affect your happiness, success, and well-being for years to come.

	

	Paul McKenna has helped millions of people to quit...
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Programming Entity Framework: Code FirstO'Reilly, 2011

	Microsoft’s principal data access technology, ADO.NET Entity Framework, has had
	two major releases as part of the .NET Framework. NET 3.5 brought us the first version
	of Entity Framework, which is covered in the first edition of Programming Entity
	Framework. In 2010, Microsoft .NET 4 was released; it contained the next version of...
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Getting Started with Talend Open Studio for Data IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Talend Open Studio for Data Integration (TOS) is an open source graphical development environment for creating custom integrations between systems. It comes with over 600 pre-built connectors that make it quick and easy to connect databases, transform files, load data, move, copy and rename files and connect individual components in order to...
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